Mass formula of hadrons is given for their topological structure of the junction type. The result agrees with recent candidates for baryonium. By noticing the topological structure, the OZI rule and the FWR rule are unified into a selection rule (covalence rule). This rule forbids not only baryoniums to decay into the conventional mesons but also meson decay between three different kinds of baryoniums, which may be favorable to explain narrowness of rather many baryonium candidates. The covalence rule is uniquely interpreted by fission of oriented strings connecting constituents (quark and junction). The world of hadrons is characterized by a stepwise coupling, from the conventional baryons to baryoniums, and baryoniums to the higher unconventional hadrons. § I. Introduction Adopting the string picture as realization of the confinement mechanism and postulating that the strings is oriented with respect to triality and color (so that only the zero triality and color singlet hadron is produced by cutting the string), the authors have been examining the general structure and interaction scheme of hadrons of the junction type. 1 l~4l. 5 l Hadrons of this type contain not only the conventional meson Jl.,f and baryon B in Fig. 1 but three kinds of baryonium in Fig. 2 and other unconventional ones (Fig. 10) . The three-string junction J secures the equal qualification of the quark q situated at an open end of the oriented (incoming) string whether it is inside l'vf or B. The junction is in accord with symmetry of three quarks inside B of SU (6) and neutralizes the three color indices,ll so that to any oriented hadron an expression by local gauge invariant operators of color gauge theory (QCD) by Rossi and Veneziano is giYen. 6 ) Our notation to specify hadrons of the junction type discussed in the text 1s
Adopting the string picture as realization of the confinement mechanism and postulating that the strings is oriented with respect to triality and color (so that only the zero triality and color singlet hadron is produced by cutting the string), the authors have been examining the general structure and interaction scheme of hadrons of the junction type. 1 l~4l. 5 l Hadrons of this type contain not only the conventional meson Jl.,f and baryon B in Fig. 1 but three kinds of baryonium in Fig. 2 and other unconventional ones (Fig. 10) . The three-string junction J secures the equal qualification of the quark q situated at an open end of the oriented (incoming) string whether it is inside l'vf or B. The junction is in accord with symmetry of three quarks inside B of SU (6) and neutralizes the three color indices,ll so that to any oriented hadron an expression by local gauge invariant operators of color gauge theory (QCD) by Rossi and Veneziano is giYen. 6 ) Our notation to specify hadrons of the junction type discussed in the text 1s where Nq-nq+nq_ lS the total number of q and q and ·1VJ=nJ+nJ lS that of J and J (anti-junction) with the relationsll
ne= (nq-nq_)/3=nJ-nJ (1· 2)
and Nq = 3NJ-2Nu (for NJ=/=0). Here nB and 1Vu respectively denote the baryon number and the total number of the inter-junction string. In (1·1) B is baryon members with nB = 1, 1\1 meson members with nB = 0 and Nq=/=0, S gluonic hadrons without quarks (nB = Nq = 0)
and D dibaryons with nB = 2. * 1
We have presented several arguments that the junction is conserved and countable similarly to q. In particular, the conserved J practically substitutes the FWR (Freund-Waltz-Rosner) rulen and forbids the coupling 1\!1/~Jl.dA1 while allows 1\!1/~BB,n and the countable J leads to the intercept a (0) of hadron trajectory of 21 Recently much experimental and theoretical attention has been paid on baryomums. We may be at the stage that baryoniums are opening the gate toward a wide world of unconventional hadrons. Being encouraged by such circumstances, we re-formulate the mass formula ( § 2) and elucidate the selective interaction scheme ( § 3) treated in previous papers_ll~<l The new points are as follows. The three kinds of baryonium are subject ti:J the equal spacing mass relation
aN • .NJ(O)
where mB is the baryon mass, and, by taking the narrow peak at 1936 MeV as input for m (M.") , 9 ) the hadron mass is roughly giVen byD even if the mass difference iJ is larger than the pion mass. In § 4, it is shown that the covalence rule corresponds to the only allowed mechanism of "fission" of oriented strings linking constituents. Hadrons of the junction type consist of three kinds of building block, the quark q with one string, the junction J and the inter-junction string between J and J.
Then the simplest mass formula from additivity is as follows:
where the last equality is due to Nq = 3NJ-2NIJ (for NJ=/=0) of (1· 3), mB is the baryon mass and iJ corresponds to an "attraction" by the inter-junction string. Equation JliVl\I, 1"\JBE, couple to BE (3 ·lb) but decouple from JiJi (:3 · 2a).
iii) The meson decay among the different kinds of baryoniUin is forbidden (::3 · 2b).
i\·) The last, but not the least, significance is that the covalence rule is interpreted into a simple and unified language of oriented strings linking constituents, as discussed in the next section. § '1. Interation mechanism of string \Vhile the coYalence rule A and B is stated in terms of the constituent (<J and J) flow, the rule implies a unified interaction mechanism of the string. Possible decay mechanisms are classified into (i) iission, (ii) internal cross Cl\'er (iii) internal fusion, (i\') rip up, etc.
Rule ct The three-hadron vertex abc is allo\v-ecl only when the three decay processes, a >be, b->c a and c->ab, are symmetric in the meaning that they occur by the same kind of mechanism. 
Fission of string
Before a general explanation, we give some simple versions of the fission with examples in Figs. 5~8.
Single fission Fs cuts one string of a hadron a into two hadrons b and c by creating a pair of Z and Z, where Z is an irreducibly connected system of q, J and string with at least one constituent (1\lq + 1VJ=/=O in Z) and is orientedly linked only to the parent string. The simplest F 8 is observed in the lVfMNI Yertex, where the string linking q and q is cut by anpair (Z = q). 
Forbidden interaction mechanism
We may ask what happens if X in FD (Fig. 6 ) contains no constituents (Nq + NJ = 0). The orientation of the string through this null X is definite as The other forbidden mechanism is internal transition, by which we mean creation and annihilation of q and q and/or J and J in a single hadron, or more generally, of a set of pairs of irreducible systems of Z/ zvith strings linlcing the jJair. Above all, the internal transition is forbidden for any oriented hadron to be stable (S0<1:>2\f, J\f<"vJ.\1/, 111/<'\>Af/, S0 <\>S0 2 , etc.). At the allowed vertex, the internal transition is also forbidden, otherwise the un1vanted hair pin lines by Rule A arise as readily understood . Here the other two channels proceed via single hadron exchange (dual).
. Allowed direct process
The first of ( 4 ·1) occurs in t channel of lviB reactions with the B ex- change in s and u channels, and in t channel of Hn in Fig. 3 . We start with giving mass of some unconventional hadrons (Table I) by (2 ·1, 5) and Regge intercept (Table II) by (1· 4), together with their topological structure (Fig. 10) .
The theoretical results in the preceding sections are essential, we believe, to explain narrowness of rather many (several or even more) states of baryonium, although there is no doubt that more and more broad states should exist: i) Three kinds of baryonium, lvf/, lvf( and S0', in Fig. 2 .
ii)
The forbidden pion decay among the different kinds of them by (3 · 2b).
iii) Absence of baryoniums much lighter than 2mn by (2 · 4).
Keeping these results in mind, some· arguments on phenomenological aspects of baryonium and unconventional hadrons, that are interesting to our model, are given, though well established information on them is rather scanty. Table I respectively. If our mass formula is correct, it is impossible to observe a similar line spectra from (n-P)atom• (K-P)atom__,rB,S, rB.
• and (l:-P) atom --'>r De'. B) Intercept and slope Starting with the intercept of (1· 4) or Table II, 2 with the mass (2 · 4) both situates at J = 3, the maximum possible spin composed from q and the inter-junction string if the latter carries the unit angular momentum. 15 > Baryoniums may satisfy asymptotic planarity. 18 > Or the slope becomes the flatter as the more complicated structure of hadrons, e.g., a simple relation by Rossi and Veneziano is 6 > a;,.,NJ = 2a' I (4+NJ-Nq) =a' I (2+Nu-NJ) =a'/ (1+NR).
(5 ·1)
The last equality is due to 1 > NR = Nu-NJ + 1 (for Nd=O), (5. 2) where NR denotes the number of the string ring of the hadron. In this case both 1v1." and S 0 2 may have J = 1. By Uehara, a' may be more dynamical for unconventional hadrons in the dual unitarization scheme. 19 on the coya]ence rule. In 1'11/ production, for example, the extra hair pin of J line is required in addition to the hair pin type q line coupling to r as in Fig. 13 .
The extra hair type constituent line is expected to suppress the ratio of production of 1\12 2 or 111/ to 111 more than that estimated by the phase space factor alone. 
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channel has several structures at around 2 Ge V, which are largely inelastic and very broad (T ~ 10' MeV) . 22 ) On the other hand, the dibaryon D 6 4 in Fig. 10 decouples from NN and is narrow if m (D6 4 ) < 4mN. We would not regard the deuteron and the NN structures as the dibaryon. Rather, they could be explained, so to speak, by some residual interaction since no attraction is expected in NN channel in the limit of exchange degeneracy between the vector and tensor trajectories. For example, the deuteron and the NN structures could not be formed without the one pion exchange force with the "exceptionally" long range by the small pion mass, and its smallness may be presumably due to chiral dynamics, a concept that is not easily incorporated into exchange degeneracy. *l § 6. Concluding remarks
The most characteristic feature of our model for the wide world of hadrons 1s that the coupling among them is stepwise (sequential) because of the selection rule. Consider allowed productions of unconventional hadrons making use of the conventional beam and target:
The production rate may be small because of the high mass of unconventional hadrons at low energies and of the suppressed exchange of unconventional hadrons at high energies. In the alternative way, they may be found in formation experiment through forbidden processes as
This stepwise feature is to be compared with the picture that baryoniums are nothing but the counter bound states to the NN system through one boson exchange forces ( quasinuclear state) .13) In this picture the centrifugal barrier is the only mechanism to suppress the baryonium decay. But the barrier could explain narrowness of few states lying a little above the N N threshold with high spin, even if no lower lying states (lower by the pion mass or more) exist.
In the bag picture, difference between the conventional and unconventional hadrons should, in principle, be no more than quantitative as the difference is reduced to that of the quark number Nq within the bag. As we have discussed, *l An interpretation that the NN structures, if not all, come from threshold effects is not excluded.
Nq alone is unable to discriminate different topological structures. We compare in Fig. 14 called dibaryonium, not baryonium. There are seven different topological structures of the dibaryonium (NJ = 4 (nJ = n.r= 2), nn = 0) as Fig. 10 , and may be obsen·ed at the mass band of about 4mN.
We feel that ignorance of difference of topological structure of hadrons may be misleading. \Vithout taking account of the topological structure it would be impossible to unify the old OZI rule, on which a highlight is being shed after the discovery of the new quark world (J/¢ andY), and the selective interaction of the old quark >vorld (baryonium) into a single rule such as the covalence rule. But it i:.; an open problem how the string allows only the fission mechanism.
